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MATHEMATICS

Melik-Bakhish A. BABAYEV
ON ESTIMATION OF THE BESTAPPROXIMATION BY RIDGE POLYNOMIALS

AbstractIn the present paper the lower estimate of best approximation is led by someclass of functions, in particular containing one class of Ridge functions.
In the last years in a number of leading countries of the world wide investigationsare carried out on one new class of functions which called Ridge functions. Thefunctions of the form h : Rn ! R

h (x1; :::xn) = g (a1x1 + :::+ anxn) = g (ax) ;
where g : R ! R and (a1; :::; an) 2 Rnn0 are called Ridge functions. The questionsof representation of multivariable functions by Ridge functions, the questions ofpossibility of arbitrarily close approximation (theorem of the Weierstrass type) wereinvestigated, the orders of deviation series of classes of functions from the sets of theRidge functions and so on (see ex. [1-3] and their references) were established.Let f (x; y) be a function bounded on the square T = [�1; 1]2 ;

g = gk (t) ; t = Pr (x) +  (y) ;
where gk (t) is a polynomial of degree k, Pr (x) is a polynomial of degree r :

gk (t) = kX
�=0d�t�; Pr (x) = rX

�=0a�x�;
 (y) is a function bounded on the segment [�1; 1] :Consider the best uniform approximation of the function f = f (x; y) by theRidge functions g = gk [Pr (x) +  (y)] :

Ef = E ff (x; y) ; gk [Pr (x) +  (y)] ; M (T )g =
= infgk;Pr; kf (x; y)� gk [Pr (x) +  (y)]kM(T ) ;where kfkM(T ) = sup(x;y)2T jf (x; y)j :We need the operator �x = @@xTheorem 1. If f is a polynomial of degree m relative to , then at m �  > kr

the following estimate holds

k�xfkM(T )m2 � E ff; gk [Pr +  ] ; M (T )g (1)
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We need auxiliary assertions for proving this theoremLemma 1. At  > kr the operator �x is an annihilator of set of the Ridge

functions of the form gk [Pr (x) +  (y)]Proof of lemma 1. According to determination of Ridge functions and usingbinomial theorem we have
gk [Pr (x) +  (y)] = kX

�=0d�
24 kX
�=0a�x� +  (y)

35� =

= kX
�=0d�

�X
�=0c��

0@ rX
�=0a�x�

1A���  � (y) ; (2)
whence it follows that each function of the form gk [Pr (x) +  (y)] is the polynomialof degree kr relative to x with coe�cients depending on y. The greatest degree byx we get for � = k; � = 0; � = r at the member dkarxkr. It is clear, that suchfunction can be represented in the form

g = krX
i=0ci (y)xi (3)

According to the de�nition, the operator �x = @@x is linear. Taking into accountthat  > kr, let's apply the operator �x to expression (3):
@@x g = krX

i=0ci (y) @@x xi = 0:
Lemma 1 is proved.Theorem (A. Markov) (see for ex. [4], p.233). For polynomial Pn (x) of

degree n the inequality ��P 0n (x)�� � n2 max
�1�x�1 jPn (x)j : (4)

is true.Proof of theorem 1. Using lemma 1 we obtain
�xf = �xf ��x gk [Pr +  ] : (5)

Using linearity of the operator �x from (5) we'll obtain
�xf = �x ff � gk [Pr +  ]g : (6)

According to the conditions of the theorem the di�erence f � gk [Pr +  ] is apolynomial of degree m. This allows to apply the Markov inequality (4) to relation(6) which gives
j�xf j � m2 max

�1�x�1
���� @�1@x�1 ff � gk [Pr +  ]g���� :
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Repeating this process again  � 1-times we'll obtain

j�xf j � m2 max(x;y)2T jf (x; y)� gk [Pr +  ]j
The right-hand part of the last inequality is independent of x and y that allowsto write k�xfkM(T ) � m2 kf (x; y)� gk [Pr (x) +  (y)]kM(T ) (7)The left-hand part of inequality (7) is independent of the Ridge functions gk [Pr +  ]Therefore from (7) we have

k�xfkM(T )m2 � infgk;Pr; kf (x; y)� gk [Pr (x) +  (y)]kM(T ) =
= E ff; gk [Pr +  ] ; M (T )g :Theorem 1 is proved.Let now QS (y) be a polynomial of degree S, and ' (x) be a function boundedon [�1; 1]. Using the operator �y = @@y analogously theorem 1 we obtain, that itis trueTheorem 2. If f (x; y) is a polynomial of degree n relative to y, then at n � > ks the following estimate holds

k�yfkM(T )n2 � E ff; gk [' (x) +Qs (y)] ; M (T )g : (8)
Since the set of all bounded functions is wider than the set of polynomials of �xeddegree, i.e. fPr (x)g � f' (x)g ; fQs (y)g � f (y)gand extension of set of approximate functions can't increase the corresponding bestapproximation, then we have

max (E ff; gk [' (x) +Qs (y)]g ; E ff; gk [Pr (x) +  (y)]g) �
� E ff; gk [Pr (x) +Qs (y)]g (9)From theorem 1 and 2 relation (9) we getCorollary. At min (m;n) �  > max fKr; ksg the following estimate holds

max k�xfkM(T )m2 ; k�yfkM(T )n2
! � E ff; gk [Pr (x) +Qs (y)] ; M (T )g (10)

2. We put a question: can we decrease the order of di�erentiation of the operators�x and �y by saving estimations of the best approximation of form (1), (8) and(10)?Consider Ridge functions g = gk [Pr (x) +Qr (y)], where
Pr (x) = rX

�=0a�x�; Qr (y) =
rX

=0by
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are polynomials of degree r.Consider the best approximation
E ff; gk [Pr (x) +Qr (y)] ; M (T )g = infgk;Pr;Qr

sup(x;y)2T jf (x; y)� gk [Pr (x) +Qr (y)]j
We need the operator

�krxy = �krxy �bkr ; akr� = bkr @kr@xkr � akr @kr@ykr :
The answer for above- formulated question isTheorem 3. If f (x; y) is a polynomial of degree m relative to x and degree n

relative to y, then at min (m;n) � kr the estimate from below is true�krxyfjakr jn2kr + jbkr jm2kr � E ff; gk [Pr (x) +Qr (y)] ; M (T )g :
For proving this theorem we needLemma 2. Operator �krxy is the annihilator of the set of the Ridge functions of

the form gk [Pr (x) +Qr (y)]Proof of lemma 2. Using conditions of the theorem we have
g = kX

�=0d�
24 rX
�=0a�x� +

rX
=0by

35� =

= kX
�=0d�

�X
�=0c��

0@ rX
�=0a�x�

1A���0@ kX
=0by

1A� =
= dkakrxrk + dkbkryrk +A (x; y) ;

where A (x; y) is a polynomial of degree kr�1 by x and degree kr�1 by y. Allowingfor this we'll obtain �krxyg = bkr @kr@xkr g � akr @kr@ykr g =
= bkrdkakr (rk)!� akrdkbkr (rk)! = 0;

since by virtue of aforesaid �krxyA (x; y) = 0. Lemma 2 is proved.Proof of theorem 3. The linearity of the operator �krxy allows to write
�krxyf = �krxyf ��krxyg = �krxy (f � g) = bkr @kr@xkr (f � g)�
�akr @kr@ykr (f � g) � ���bkr ��� ���� @kr@xkr (f � g)����+ ���akr ��� ���� @kr@ykr (f � g)���� (11)
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Applying on the right hand side of relation (11) Markov inequality (4) kr�timesby x to the �rst additive and kr�times by y to the second additive we'll obtain����krxyf ��� � ���bkr ���m2krsupx jf � gj+ ���akr ���n2krsupy jf � gj �

� ���bkr ���m2kr sup(x;y)2T jf � gj+ ���akr ���n2kr sup(x;y)2T jf � gj =
= ����bkr ���m2kr + ���akr ���n2kr� kf � gkM(T ) : (12)

The right hand side of the last inequality is independent of x and y thereforefrom the relation (12) we obtain�krxyfM(T ) � ����bkr ���m2kr + ���akr ���n2kr� kf � gkM(T ) =)
=) �krxyfM(T )jbkr jm2kr + jakr jn2kr � kf � gkM(T ) : (13)

The left-hand side of inequality (13) doesn't depend on g; therefore�krxyfM(T )jbkr jm2kr + jakr jn2kr � infgk;Pr;Qr
kf � gkM(T ) =

= E ff; gk [Pk +Qr] ; M (T )gTheorem 3 is proved.In conclusion we note that in papers by M.Buhman and A.Pinkus [3] the criterionon representation of function of two variables f (x; y) is obtained in the form
f (x; y) = mX

i=1gi (aix+ biy) ; (x; y) 2 R2
with the date (ai; bi) and unknown continuous gi; i = 1;m from which in particularit follows that the operator b @@x � a @@yis the annihilator for the functions of the form g (ax+ by).
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